IGORA ROYAL 4-89 - 60ML
NTC Code: 2401489
Brand: Schwarzkopf Professional (SKP)
Schwarzkopf Igora Royal: permanent colour. For truly magnificent looking
hair, Igora Royal is the ultimate in professional permanent hair colour.
There are more than 150 shades in a kaleidoscope of new generation
colours; each one with unique Colour Energizer that mixes active care
ingredients with vitamin C.
This innovative combination delivers intensive colour and beautifully
conditioned shine, as well as the ultimate in grey coverage.
View Igora Color Chart
IGORA from Schwarzkopf Professional has become synonymous with
superior hair color and is the only range with a true fashion edge.
Comprising premium quality products for every type of salon treatment,
IGORA brings you highly individual hair color in a fascinating range of
shades. There is also a range of inspiring services so that whatever your
color requirement, IGORA makes it really easy to choose a look that is
right for you.
With IGORA, your hair does not just look fabulous, it also looks
completely up to the minute. Top quality products, combined with
seasonal color trends, ensure your look keeps pace with fashion. Twice a
year, new looks are uncovered and a Trend Collection is produced
comprising hot shades and innovative new coloring techniques. This is
brought to you via a multi-sensual shade chart with evocative textures,
colors and aromas. IGORA then provides you with a unique color
diagnosis and consultation method making it even easier to choose a
shade that is right for you.
IGORA Color - a total spectrum of color
The IGORA product range is divided into the following categories:
Bleach – IGORA Vario Blond
Bleaching products are the most powerful products when a
hairdresser wants to satisfy the high expectations that blonde clients
demand. They work by carefully depigmentating the hair, to produce
permanent results.
Permanent color – IGORA Royal
This range of colors cover up to 100% white hair and lasts
permanently.
Permanent color - IGORA Royal Absolutes
IGORA Royal Absolutes delivers 100% white coverage without
having to mix with a natural shade. Containing Biotin-S Anti-Age
Technology, these 11 high fashion shades offer complex
strengthening through Biotin and Silica that refills gaps in the hair
structure.
Permanent color - IGORA COLOR10
The 1st professional permanent color in just 10 minutes.
Revolutionary.
Temporary color – IGORA Color Gloss
Temporary color gloss helps tone and maintain color between salon
visits.

